MED ALERT: PPE & DECON

4-3-20

DONNING PPE
INNER GLOVES
GOWN
MASK OR RESPIRATOR
GOGGLES OR FACE SHIELD
OUTER GLOVES
TREATMENT TRANSFER

DECON
*CLEAN PT COMARTMENT AND EQUIPMENT
DISINFECT PT COMARTMENT
UTILIZE SPRAYERS
ALLOW SOLUTION TO SIT FOR SPECIFIED TIME
WIPE DOWN ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

DOFFING
OUTER GLOVES
GOWN
GOGGLES (DECON) OR FACE SHIELD
MASK OR RESPIRATOR
INNER GLOVES
WASH HANDS

*Cleaning removes germs, dirt, and impurities from surfaces or objects.
**Disinfecting works by using chemicals to kill germs on surfaces or objects.

DO NOT BRING STATION UNIFORMS HOME—WASH AT THE STATIONS